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Abstract. Radial Visualization technique is a non linear dimensionality reduction method. Radial 

Visualization projects multivariate data in the 2-dimensional visual space inside the unit circle. Radial 

Visualization supports display both the samples and the attributes that provides useful information of 

data structures. In this article, we introduced a new variant of Radial Visualization for visualizing high 

dimensional data set that named Arc Radial Visualization. The new proposal that modified Radial 

Visualization supported more space to display high dimensional datasets. Our method provides an 

improvement in visualizing cluster structures of high dimensional data sets on the Radial 

Visualization. We present our proposal method with two quality measurements and proved the 

effectiveness of our approach for several real datasets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

High-dimensional data are one of the most important roles in data mining, machine 

learning, biology, and other fields. Data visualization methods support the exploration of 

high-dimensional data structures. Visualizing of high-dimensional data typically transforms 

the data into a visual form that supports user understanding structure of data. Traditional data 

visualization projects high-dimensional data to lower dimensional space that display in a 

visual space. This approach generates a large of number of candidate projections for high-
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dimensional data. One of the challenging tasks is find the best projection for discovery 

structure of data. An overview of visualizing high-dimensional data is provided many 

visualization techniques [15].   

Star Coordinates [11, 12] is a linear dimensionality reduction. Star Coordinates supports 

several interactive teachniques for discovery structure of high dimensional data. Radial 

Visualization (RadViz for shortly) method is one of the most common information 

visualization techniques used in medical analysis [13, 4, 16]. RadViz is a powerful method 

that is effective for exploring clusters in a high dimensional data. The disadvantages of 

RadViz is that all high-dimensional points differ by a multiplicative constant that project into 

the same location in the visual space [3, 5] and the position of the mapping points depend on 

the the position of dimensional anchors. Sanchez et al. [20] introduced some comparison 

between RadViz and Star Coordinates. Lehmann et al.[14] proposed an unified technique 

between RadViz and Star Coordinates. 

The traditional RadViz [9] and the PolyViz [10] maps high dimensional data set fall 

inside the convex hall of dimensional anchors. We introduced a modified RadViz and 

PolyViz, that projected high dimensional data that lie inside the unit circle. The new variant of 

Radial Visualization provides more visual space for visualizing high dimensional data. 

In this article, we propose a new enhanced RadViz for high dimensional data. Inspired by 

PolyViz, we introduced the Arc Radial Visualization (ArcViz for shortly) for high 

dimensional data visualization. Firstly, we determined the anchor dimensions in the unit circle 

as the traditional RadViz. Each high dimensional data point used new anchors on the unit 

circle. The anchor positions are found on each arc of the unit circle corresponding data values 

in anticlockwise direction. Secondly, the position of this data point was calculated as the same 

as traditional RadViz.    

The remainder of this paper is organized into five sections. In Section 2, we present 

previous related work with dimensionality reduction, quality measurement, and optimal for 

multivariate function. The traditional of RadViz, the PolyViz, and a new variant of the 

RadViz method was presented in Section 3. We presented two quality measurements for 

visualization that named as the nearest centroid classification and the k nearest neighbors 

classification in Section 4. In Section 5, we show the effectiveness of our proposal method 

with some well-known data sets. In Section 6, we describe our study of conclusion and future 

work.  

2. RELATED WORK 

RadViz is a non-linear dimensionality reduction method that maps data on high-

dimensional space to a two-dimensional visual space. RadViz is an information visualization 

technique that places dimensions by dimensional anchors around the perimeter of a circle 9. 

Spring constants are utilized to represent relational values among points - one end of a spring 
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is attached to a dimensional anchor, the other is attached to a data point. The values of each 

dimension are usually normalized to [0,1]. Each high dimensional data point is visualized at 

the position where the sum of all spring forces equals zero. The location on the visual space 

depends largely on the arrangement of attributes around the unit circle. 

PolyViz [10, 8] is an extension of the RadViz with each attribute anchored as a line 

instead a point. Spring constants are utilized along the line that corresponds to all the values 

the attribute has. High-dimensional data point is projected as in the RadViz. PolyViz is more 

informatic than RadViz by giving a view of the distribution of the data for each attribute. 

GridViz [7, 6] is another extension of RadViz that places the dimensional anchors on a 

rectangular grid instead of on the perimeter of a circle. The system of springs is the same as in 

the Radviz, i.e., multivariate data points are positioned where the springs force is reached 

equilibrium.  

SpringView [1] is proposed for combining the RadViz and parallel coordinates. The two 

methods able to handle multivariate data sets while exploiting their structure of datasets. The 

SpringView allows for simultaneously visualizing both RadViz and parallel coordinates. 

RadViz supports data manipulation directly and parallel coordinates supports seeing 

distribution of data attributes. 

DualRadviz [2] uses two RadViz with concentric cirlces, one for data dimensions and 

another for classes of data set. The high dimensional data sets are mapped into the visual 

space that combined both the data dimensions and the probability for classifier. DualRadviz 

supports a contribution factor c  [0,1]. If the contribution factor set value equal 0, it means 

only using the probability of classifier for projections. If the contribution factor set value 

equals 1, it means only using the data dimensions for mapping.  

Recently, several extended of RadViz have been proposed. Concentric Radviz [17] is used 

for multi-label classification. Voronoi RadViz [21, 22] maps data points based on barycentric 

coordinates. Zhou et al. [24] introduced an extending dimension in RadViz. The data 

dimensions are partitioned into several new dimensions based on mean shift algorithm. The 

optimal of visual quality is found by dimensions ordering based on Dunn's index. Van Long 

[23] introduced the inversion of RadViz for class separation.  

3. ARC RADIAL VISUALIZATION-ARCVIZ 

In this section, we describe more precisely the RadViz, PolyViz, and ArcViz for mapping 

a high-dimensional point to two-dimensional space. Given angle of dimensional anchors are 

α0, α1,…, αn-1. The dimensional anchors are placed on the unit circle at points Sj 

=(cosαj,sinαj), j=0,1,…,n-1. Assuming, ( )0 1 1, ,..., nx x x x −=  is a high-dimensional points that 

belongs the unit hypercube [0,1]n. We defined the weights for each dimenional anchors as 

given belows  
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RadViz The RadViz mapped the high-dimensional point x  into the visual space at position  
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The projection point p  falls inside the convex hull of the dimensional anchor points {S0, 

S1,…, Sn-1}. Figure 1 (left) showed the point x =(0.1,0.8,0.7,0.4) on the RadViz. 

PolyViz The PolyViz determined a new dimensional anchors for the high-dimensional point 

x . The new anchor point for the jth dimension is defined by 

( ) 11 , 0,1,..., 1j j j j jC x S x S j n+= + − = −      

where Sn = S0. As the same RadViz, PolyViz mapped the point x  into the visual space at the 

location inside the convex hull of set of points {C0, C1,…, Cn-1}. The projection point p was 

defined as follows:  
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This formula can be rewritten as:  

                         ( ) ( )( )
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Figure 1 (middle) showed the point x =(0.1,0.8,0.7,0.4) on the PolyViz. 

ArcViz The ArcViz is an extended of the PolyViz method with each of the dimension anchors 

as an arc neither a point or a line. We defined a new anchor point for the jth attribute by 

( )cos ,sinj j jC  =  where  

              ( ) 11 , 0,1,..., 1j j j j jx x j n   += + − = −     

and 
0n = . The new dimensional anchors for the high-dimensional point x  are placed on 

the unit circle. The ArcViz mapped the high-dimensional data point x  into the visual space, 

as follows:  

                                           ( )
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Figure 1 (right) showed the point x =(0.1,0.8,0.7,0.4) on the ArcViz. 

 

Figure 1. Visualization of a four dimensional point. 

4. QUALITY VISUALIZATION MEASUREMENTS 

Suppose data set  :1iX x i N=    was classified into K classes and each class labelled 

by C = {1, 2,…, K}. We denote nk is the number of data point in the kth class. In this section, 

we presented some methods to measure quality metric on the visual space for visualizing 

supervised data. Without loss of general, we also denoted data set that was projected in the 

visual space by   2:1iY y i N=    ¡ , where ( ) , 1, 2,..., N.i iy P x i= =  

4.1. The Nearest Centroid Classification 

For each class, we denote mk as the centroid of the kth class. A data point y  belongs to a 

particular class if the distance from the data point y  to the centroid of this class is smallest. 

Hence, we denote  

                        ( ) 1arg min k K kc y y m = −      

A data point y  was correctly represented if its label was the same as its class, otherwise 

the data point y  missed. The quality of visualization of given dataset  :1iX x i n=    was 

defined as the number of correctly represented data points, i.e.,  

                                 ( )
( ) ( ):

, ,
i i ix label x c y

Q X P
n

=
=     

where ( )ilabel x is the label of the observation 
ix . 

4.2. The k nearest neighbors classification 

The k nearest neighbors (kNN) is a non-parametric method used for classification. A data 

point was classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the 

class most common among its k nearest neighbors. In this paper, we selected the parameter 

k=5 for all experiments. For each data point y  in the visual space, we computed k nearest 

neighbors (except y ). The measurement of the quality visualization was defined as number of 

data points, that is corrected classifier.  
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4.3. Optimize Visualization 

We apply the differential evolution (DE) algorithm to find an approach optimal position 

of dimensional anchors [19]. One of the most advantages can enable handling non-

differentiable, discontinuous, non-linear, and multimodel for objective function with 

constraints and non-constraints. The objective function for quality measurement is suitable 

using the DE algorithm. 

The DE algorithm is a stochastic algorithm that explores candidate solutions (population). 

The DE algorithm creates uniform random initializes the population in the search space. 

Candidate solution evolve over each successive steps to find locate of maxima in the search 

space of the objective function. At each generation, a new candidate solution is generated 

based on two basic operations that is called as mutation and crossover. The best solution of 

the objective at each generation was derived the selection operator. 

We implemented the DE algorithm [18] with DE/rand/1/exp strategy, and parameters 

NP=75, CR = 0.8803, F = 0.4717, and the maximum number of generation MaxGen=50.  

5. RESULTS 

5.1. Data sets 

      We prove the efficiency of our method for six data sets. The data sets are given in Table 1. 

The first data set was a synthetic data that named as Y14c. The Y14c contains 480 

observations with 10 attributes and classified into 14 groups. The last five data sets were well 

known data set in UCI1 that called as Iris, Wine, Olive, Ecoli, and Auto-mpg, respectively. 

Table 1. Description of Data Sets. 

Data sets 
Number of  

Instrances 

Number of  

Attributes 

Number of  

Classes 

Y14c 480 10 14 

Iris 150 4 3 

Wine 178 13 3 

Olive 572 8 9 

Ecoli 336 8 8 

Auto-mpg 398 8 3 

5.2 Nearest centroid classification 

Table 2 showed the quality of visualization for six supervised data sets. This result 

proved that the new ArcViz had surpassed quality visualization more than RadViz and 

PolyViz. 

 
1 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets 
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Table 2. Quality measurements of RadViz, PolyViz and ArcViz based on the nearest centroid 

classification. 

Data sets RadViz PolyViz ArcViz 

Y14c 93.75% 93.13% 100% 

Iris 85.33% 94.67% 98.00% 

Wine 96.08% 95.51% 94.94% 

Olive 87.76% 86.01% 91.01% 

Ecoli 74.70% 69.94% 77.98% 

Auto-mpg 76.02% 70.92% 74.23% 

 
Figure 2. Visualization of Y14c data set-Nearest centroid classification. 

 

 

Figure 3. Visualization of Iris data set- Nearest centroid classification. 

 

Figure 4. Visualization of Wine data set-Nearest centroid classification. 

Figure 2 showed the optimal for nearest centroid classification of RadViz, PolyViz, and 

ArcViz for the Y14c data set. Classes were encoded by different colors. Figure 2 (left) 

showed all classes of data sets perfectly separated. 
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The Iris data set was visualized on RadViz, PolyViz, and ArcViz in Figure 3. The 

different colors represented different groups of the Iris data set. Two classes Versicolor and 

Virginica were overlapped in the RadViz, and PolyViz visualization and separated with 

another class Setosa. In Figure 3 (left), the ArcViz display the Iris data set were perfectly 

separated into three classes.  

The third data set was named the Wine data set. The Wine data set contained 178 

instances with 13 attributes. The Wine data set if partitioned into three classes. Each class was 

presented by different color. Figure 4 showed the class visualization using RadViz, PolyViz, 

and ArcViz respectively. Figure 4 (right) showed the highest quality for class separation. 

5.3. K nearest neighbors classification 

Table 3 showed results of K nearest neighbors (KNN) classifier. The quality visualization 

measurements of six data sets for the RadViz, PolyViz, and ArcViz archived the highest score 

with Y14c, Iris, Olive, and Ecoli with the ArcViz method and the RadViz also archived 

highest score with two remaining data sets Wine and Auto-mpg.   

Table 3. Quality measurements of RadViz, PolyViz, and ArcViz based on K nearest neighbors 

classification. 

Data sets RadViz PolyViz ArcViz 

Y14c 96.88% 95.21% 99.38% 

Iris 89.33% 97.33% 98.00% 

Wine 96.07% 94.94% 89.89% 

Olive 89.69% 87.06% 85.66% 

Ecoli 80.36% 81.84% 82.74% 

Auto-mpg 80.61% 78.06% 77.55% 

Figure 5 showed the Radviz, PolyViz, and ArcViz visualizing the Y14c data sets 

respectively based on the k nearest neighbors classification of quality visualization 

measurements. Figure 6 visualized the Iris data set on the RadViz, PolyViz, and ArcViz, 

respecttively. Figure 7 display the Wine data sets on the RadViz, PolyViz, and ArcViz, 

respectively. 

 
Figure 5. Visualization of Y14c data set - The k nearest neighbors classification. 
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Figure 6. Visualization of Iris data set - The k nearest neighbors classification. 

 

Figure 7. Visualization of Wine data set - The k nearest neighbors classification. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We presented a new method for visualizing high-dimensional data based on force-based 

technique. Our proposed method ArcViz supported users choosing a suitable view for high-

dimensional datasets. We proved the effectiveness of our method versus Radviz, PolyViz for 

several supervised data sets. For future work, we want to improve our methodology to 

enhance class structures in subspaces with supervised datasets. Moreover, we want to develop 

other quality visualization measurements for supervised datasets and integrate interactive 

techniques to moving the arc on the unit circle. 
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